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Commonwealth of Massachusetts
New Issue – Moody’s assigns Aa1 to Massachusetts’ $423.5M
GO Ref., Ser. 2016B and $250.0M GO Con. Loan Bonds, Ser.
2016F

Summary Rating Rationale
Moody's Investors Service has assigned a Aa1 rating to the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts's $423.5 General Obligation (GO) Refunding Bonds, Series 2016B and $250.0
million GO Bonds Consolidated Loan of 2016 Series F (Green Bonds) (Federally Taxable). The
bonds are expected to price on June 29.

The Aa1 general obligation rating is based on the commonwealth's full faith and credit
pledge, reflecting its strong financial management practices and demonstrated willingness to
balance its budget through spending cuts, revenue increases and use of reserves. The rating
also reflects large education and health care sectors that generate high wages and bolster
employment, as well as state debt and pension liabilities that are among the highest in the
nation.

Exhibit 1

Massachusetts Debt Burden Continues to Exceed National Median

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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Credit Strengths

» Strong financial management practices, particularly a willingness to promptly identify and close budget gaps through expenditure
reductions, revenue increases and prudent use of reserves

» Budget reserves that provide an adequate cushion to another downturn and the commonwealth's commitment to maintain them
at healthy levels

» An economic base characterized by high wealth and high levels of educational attainment that has provided a degree of stability to
the commonwealth's employment situation

Credit Challenges

» State debt ratios that are among the nation's highest and large adjusted net pension liabilities

» Spending pressure stemming from high health care and other social services costs and maintenance of the statewide
transportation system

» Budgetary burden of growing pension contributions as the commonwealth seeks to address its large unfunded pension liabilities

Rating Outlook
The outlook for Massachusetts is stable, reflecting its satisfactory reserve levels and efforts to regain structural budget balance. The
outlook also reflects our expectation that the commonwealth will continue to take proactive measures to close budget gaps if they
emerge and continue its trend of strong financial management. Going forward, reliance on one-time budget solutions, tighter cash
margins, unexpectedly severe economic deterioration, or a large increase in tax-supported debt could pressure the rating at its current
level.

Factors that Could Lead to an Upgrade

» Continued rebuilding of reserves and establishment of stronger constraints on their use

» Established trend of structural budget balance

» Reduced debt ratios relative to Moody's 50-state median

Factors that Could Lead to a Downgrade

» Protracted structural budget imbalance driven by deeper and/or prolonged economic downturn

» Depletion of Budget Stabilization Fund to inadequate levels

» Increased leveraging of the commonwealth's resources to pay debt service or further erosion in pension funding ratios

» Narrowed cash flow that strains the commonwealth's liquidity
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Key Indicators

Exhibit 2

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

Source: Commonwealth of Massachusetts CAFRs FY11-FY15; Moody's Investors Service

Recent Developments
Recent developments are incorporated into the detailed rating considerations below.

Detailed Rating Considerations
Economy
Massachusetts’ economy continues to expand and this trend is expected to continue over the near term given continued job growth
and its diverse employment base. Employment growth moderated slightly at the close of calendar year 2015, though year-over-year
employment growth was still 2.2% in December and in line with the US level for the same period. Labor force participation in the
state decreased less than most other states during the recession (except for energy-producing states), and during the current recovery
Massachusetts has been among the states with the strongest increases. The unemployment rate in the commonwealth fell to 4.2% in
May 2016, below the US average of 4.7% for the same time period.

The commonwealth continues to be aided by its large education and healthcare sectors, which make up more than 20% of
employment. The state also has a large financial activities sector, with a significant mutual fund presence. While the important
healthcare sector is partly behind Massachusetts's above-average employment and income performance, federal downsizing could
impact healthcare as well as government research and have a significant impact in Massachusetts. The state is characterized by high
wealth and education levels but with slow population and job growth over the longer run. Per capita personal income as of 2015 was
$61,032. Massachusetts’ year-over-year third quarter income growth ranks fourth in the nation, the highest in the northeast region, net
of non-wage income such as dividends and interest. The state’s population continued to grow by an estimated 3.5% between 2010 and
2015.

Finances and Liquidity
The state’s fiscal 2015 audit was released in May following a delay due to allegations of misstatements in the Massachusetts Bay
Transit Authority’s (MBTA) Retirement Fund financial reports that were later cleared. Audited results reflect a year-end Stabilization
Fund balance of $1.25 billion, equivalent to the year-end balance in fiscal 2014. The GAAP fund balance as a percent of operating
revenues is 7.8%.

The fiscal 2016 enacted budget was based on a consensus tax revenue forecast of $25.6 billion, representing 3.2% growth over fiscal
2015. The budget increased spending by 3% over fiscal 2015 and includes one-time resources of approximately $600 million, or
1.6% of proposed spending of $38.1 billion. Spending increases are mainly attributed to Medicaid, K-12 school aid, other local aid
and transportation. In January 2016 the state announced a budget shortfall of $320 million or a modest 0.01% of total budgeted
expenditures and other uses. The state revised its tax revenue estimate to $25.8 billion while the Governor reduced expenditures by
$49 million and implemented non-tax revenue solutions of $56 million. After a $48 million positive variance in January tax revenues,
the state estimates the fiscal 2016 budget is in substantial balance.
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The fiscal 2017 budget recommendation, which was also filed in January, proposes to increase state spending by 3.5% over the fiscal
2016 budgeted amount. The consensus tax revenue estimate is $26.9 billion, growing 4.3% over the revised fiscal 2016 estimate,
though the slow tax filing season is likely to result in downward revisions of this revenue figure. Favorably, the commonwealth is still
projecting no proposed draws on the stabilization fund. Instead, the state initially proposed depositing $200 million to the stabilization
fund, though given recent tax collection projections there may be a reduction in the projected transfer. The legislative consensus
process is expected to begin shortly, following the Senate’s recent approval of its fiscal 2017 budget. Should the reconciliation process
continue into the new fiscal year, the state expects to approve an interim budget.

LIQUIDITY

The commonwealth had a healthy Stabilization Fund balance of $2.1 billion prior to fiscal 2009 that it was able to rely on during the
fiscal downturn. The commonwealth was able to partially rebuild the Stabilization Fund in fiscals 2011 and 2012 to $1.65 billion, but
made several withdrawals in the fiscal years since then. In fiscal 2015, the legislature also voted to keep statutory excess capital gains
totaling $331 million in the general fund rather than depositing them into the Stabilization Fund, which ended the year with a balance
of $1.25 billion; fiscal 2016 budgeted figures reflect a similar ending balance, with no planned draw. That amount is still adequate to
deal with unforeseen circumstances, but future Stabilization Fund draws would reflect the commonwealth's challenges in getting to
structural balance and eliminating the use of one-time resources in the budget.

Debt and Pensions
DEBT STRUCTURE

Massachusetts has $3.8 billion of floating rate debt outstanding, or 11% of its Moody's-calculated net tax supported debt, with $1.5
billion of this amount unhedged. As of May 24, 2016 this includes: $636 million of variable rate demand bonds with unremarketed
tenders supported by bank liquidity facilities; $846 billion of SIFMA index bonds ($200 million of which have a mandatory tender
date in 2016 and will be converted to a term rate); $961 million of floating rate direct loans; $402 million of auction rate bonds; $100
million of CPI index bonds; and $846 million of LIBOR index bonds. Not included is $289 million of variable rate bonds issued by the
University of Massachusetts Building Authority and the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority that the commonwealth pledges
its full faith and credit to pay if necessary.

DEBT-RELATED DERIVATIVES

The commonwealth's variable rate and derivatives portfolio is closely managed, and its liquidity facilities and swap agreements contain
provisions favorable to the commonwealth and offset its relatively low available cash balances. Liquidity facilities contain a mix
of three- and five-year term-out provisions that, considering the strength of Massachusetts' market access, should provide ample
time to refinance if necessary. Swap counterparties are well-diversified and do not reflect collateral posting requirements on the
part of the commonwealth, although the mark-to-market value was a sizeable -$338.1 million as of April 30, 2016, which limits the
commonwealth's ability to refinance the transactions those swaps are associated with. In our analysis, the commonwealth's liquidity
(reflecting current cash as well as amounts in the stabilization fund) is sufficient to handle unforeseen circumstances related to its
variable rate debt and swaps. The commonwealth plans to increase the amount of its unhedged floating rate debt portfolio over
the next several years in an effort to better align asset and liability interest rate risks. The commonwealth also plans to implement
additional risk management controls and oversight to manage the program as it ramps up.

PENSIONS AND OPEB

Based on the commonwealth's fiscal 2014 pension data, we have calculated that its adjusted net pension liability (ANPL) was $61.1
billion, or 128% of revenues. The 50-state median ANPL to revenues is 59%, and Massachusetts ranks eight highest in this ratio. Our
adjustments to reported state pension data include an assumed 13-year duration of plan liabilities for plans not reporting on a GASB
Statements 67/68 basis and a market-based discount rate to value the liabilities, rather than the long-term investment return used in
reported figures.

Based on the fiscal 2014 actuarial valuation, Massachusetts' unfunded pension liability fell slightly to $26 billion. Massachusetts law
requires that the schedule of pension contributions be updated every three years. With the fiscal 2015 budget, the governor and
legislature agreed to shorten the state's pension amortization schedule and increase its pension contributions by 10% annually through
fiscal 2017 and by 7% thereafter until the final amortization payment in fiscal 2036. While pension contributions rose to 4.7% of
the state's budget in fiscal 2015, the agreement means that by fiscal 2018 Massachusetts will make its full actuarial required pension
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contribution and will ultimately reduce its ANPL. The new plan reverses a negative aspect of a pension reform enacted in 2012 that
pushed the pension funding horizon to 2040. That reform also increased the retirement age for most state employees; eliminated
early retirement subsidies; increased the period for calculating retirement benefits from an average of three years to five years; and
eliminated double-dipping. It also prohibits the commonwealth from making less than the annual payment required by the new
schedule if investment returns exceed expectations.

The commonwealth's other post-employment benefits (OPEB) accrued liability, assuming no pre-funding and a discount rate of
4.5%, was approximately $15.9 billion as of January 1, 2016. The liability falls to $9.5 billion assuming pre-funding and a discount
rate of 7.75%. Massachusetts dedicates future tobacco settlement monies to its OPEB trust fund, phased-in starting in fiscal 2013.
The combined ratio of Massachusetts' pension and OPEB actuarially required contributions to revenue is 16%, slightly higher than
average for states. Those costs, combined with the state's high bonded debt costs, could limit the commonwealth's fiscal flexibility
going forward. The prior pension reform and the increased contributions recently agreed to still result in high fixed costs but will help to
reduce Massachusetts' long-term liabilities in the long run.

Governance
The commonwealth's financial best practices are generally very strong. Per statute, the Secretary of Administration and Finance is
required to develop a consensus tax revenue forecast for the ensuing fiscal year with the house and senate committees of ways and
means by January 15 of each year, before budget recommendations are developed. Subsequently, the secretary certifies the accuracy of
the consensus revenue forecast two times per year and prepares new estimates if the estimate starts to diverge materially from actual
collections.

The state devises multi-year financial plans. The governor has executive authority to cut expenses without legislative approval resulting
from a revenue shortfall. The commonwealth also conducts a debt affordability analysis and reports its audited financial results
on a timely basis. Budget enactments have also been timely, and the commonwealth's financial flexibility is strong. There are no
constitutional caps on revenue raising or spending increases. The commonwealth is subject to ballot initiatives, though per the state
constitution, initiative petitions are subject to repeal or amendment by the legislature and initiative petitions that become statute can
be amended like any other state law.

The commonwealth is required to deposit the entire year-end surplus and any tax revenue from excess capital gains into the
Stabilization Fund, with 5% of the amount deposited then transferred to the State Retiree Benefits Trust Fund and 5% transferred to
the commonwealth's Pension Liability Fund. The deposit of excess capital gains revenues into the Stabilization Fund was suspended for
fiscal 2015 and fiscal 2016, but is expected to resume in fiscal 2017. The commonwealth is also required to deposit certain one-time
settlements and judgments into the Stabilization Fund.

Legal Security
The bonds are general obligations of the commonwealth, which has pledged its full faith and credit for the payment of principal and
interest when due.

Use of Proceeds
Proceeds of the Series 2016B GO bonds will be used to refunding a portion of the commonwealth’s outstanding debt for expected
net present value savings. Proceeds from the Series 2016F bonds will be used to finance environmentally beneficial projects, including
stormwater, energy efficiency/conservation, open space acquisition, river revitalization and the New Bedford Marine Commerce
Terminal projects.

Obligor Profile
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts has a population of 6.7 million people and a gross state product of approximately $420 billion.
The state is economically well diversified and has very high wealth levels.

Methodology
The principal methodology used in this rating was US States Rating Methodology published in April 2013. Please see the Ratings
Methodologies page on www.moodys.com for a copy of this methodology.
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Ratings

Exhibit 3

Massachusetts (Commonwealth of)
Issue Rating
General Obligation Refunding Bonds, 2016 Series
B

Aa1

Rating Type Underlying LT
Sale Amount $423,510,000
Expected Sale Date 06/29/2016
Rating Description General Obligation

General Obligation Bonds Consolidated Loan of
2016 Series F (Green Bonds) (Federally Taxable)

Aa1

Rating Type Underlying LT
Sale Amount $250,000,000
Expected Sale Date 06/29/2016
Rating Description General Obligation

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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